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Section A

Answer all questions' '

Each question carries I mark'

1. Define the term Page maker.

2. What do You mean bY master slide ?

3. What is the meaning of nested table ?

5. What do You mean bY ribbon ?

6. What is the meaning of Pagebreak ?

7.- What is the use of action buttons in powerpoint ?

8. What do you mean by worksheet in excel ?

(8x1=8)

Section B

I Answer anY six questions'

Each question carries 2 marhs.

9. What is the use of word processing package ?

10. Distinguish between word processing and DTP.

11. What are the steps involved in paragraph formatting ?

LZ. What are the steps for viewing a document in MS Word ?

13. What is the step for inserting word att?

L4. What are the various formatting options in pagemaker 7.0 ? Turn over
$.
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15: What are the steps for prerriewing a printout in Excel ?

16. . Explain the step for inserting cell in MS Excel.

L7. What are the steps for creating a netv presentation ?

1g' what are the steps to creqte a sride transition ? 
1 (6 x 2 = t2)

Section C

Arlswer any fovt questians.'t
. Each question cairies 4 marks,

19. How various actions with.documents can be done through MS Word ?
\

20. IIow one can create a chart in Excel ?

2L. How templates are designed in Excel ?

22: What are the functions of Exe'el ?

23. What are the steps to present the slideshow ?

24. What are the.'.diffe1gnt ways to view thg presentation in powerpoint ? .

(4x4=16)

c!^-.:^- nSection D

Each questian carries ii";rut.
25. What are the different applications,of DTP ?

26. What are the facilities offered by MS Word ?

27. What are the advanced features of Excel ?

28. Explain different formatting options available in MS Word.

(2 x L2 -- 24)


